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Elden Ring Serial Key is a fantasy action RPG with a strong fantasy backdrop. A vast world that has an open field for exploration and contains vast dungeons to fight in. A character system that lets you freely equip various weapons, armor, and magic. An online multiplayer mode for direct multiplayer or free play. The online multiplayer
mode lets you play with multiple other players, both at the same time and at various times. The online multiplayer mode also supports a unique asynchronous online element. You can play the game with others, or you can set your own gameplay style and freely control your character.Q: Pandas resample overlapping time series to uniques
series for each day of overlapping time periods I have two pandas series that are time series data for different time periods. Each series is for a different day. When there is an overlap between the time series periods, i.e. one series is for time period A and the other is for time period B, what would be the most efficient way to find a way to

resample the two series to each have a unique series for each day of the overlap? Here is some dummy data: df1 = pd.DataFrame({'A': ['a','a','b','b','b','b'],'B': ['a','b','a','a','b','b']}) df2 = pd.DataFrame({'a': [1,2,3],'b': [1,1,1]}) df = pd.concat([df1, df2]) Basically, I want to make each unique series for each unique day from these two series.
So, the resulting data frame would look like this: df = pd.DataFrame({'a_a': [1,1,2,3], 'a_b': [1,1,1,2], 'b_a': [1,1,1,1], 'b_b': [1,1,1,1], 'day': ['a','b','a','a','b']}) This is what I tried. In [1]: import pandas as pd df1 = pd.DataFrame({'A': ['a','a','b','b','b','b'],'B': ['a','b','a','a','b','b']}) df

Elden Ring Features Key:
Action RPG

Classless Tags
Dynamic Battle

Character Equipment Item System
Three-dimensional Graphics with Rapicat

New Enemy (Dragons)
Comprehensive Battle AI

Four-character Job System (Developed by Nintendo Co., Ltd.)
Playable by Singles

An Amazing and Anima Graphical opening anime for the brand new Fantasy RPG by Bud Corporation
Multiplayer Mode (Includes an Online Function by Bud Corporation that directly connects you to others)

Let’s Pummel the Bug!
Battle with the Elden Ring species

Create your Own Character
Limited Edition includes a hardcover manual

REAL-TIME ONLINE MINIGAME ∞ Rockman X AR Online for free

Seiyuu

Yui Ishikawa - Konata Izumi

Production System - LEC

Original Light Novel written by Morita Kenji - Super Delicious Me - Bud Corporation (Writer)
Directed by Shimamura Yuya - Rune Factory 4: A Fantasy Harvest Moon - Falcom Corporation (Director)
Based on the illustration by Author-Bigizura (Illustrator)

Enjoy, and keep an eye out for any more information!
Date added: Feb 1, 2013 Views: 313 LOCAL FUNDS: LOCAL FUNDS:Hence, the present days are worse than days of the past. Now a man may be conquered without his knowledge by getting a position in society. -- Edward Gibbon Date added: Jan 29, 2013 Views: 312 LOCAL FUNDS: LOCAL FUNDS: We as Americans, for example, have had to suffer
largely under this law and at the same time have given them money and military protection of all kinds. -- The Honorable Edward M. Allen, U.S. House of Representatives 1857 LOCAL FUNDS: 
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Original thread: This thread makes more sense in Japanese can anyone help me translate this in English? It's VERY short but looks pretty awesome What is the objective of the game? Then to take on as many other bosses as you can, keep? Then I found out, can't send. So… it's similar to Slime Rancher but instead of raising and training tamed
monsters, you raise and train your own? Could I take a wild pokemon on my team? Edit: I was told that it's a little difficult to understand. Can anyone help me translate this sentence from the last paragraph? (see above) So… it's similar to Slime Rancher but instead of raising and training tamed monsters, you raise and train your own? Could I take
a wild pokemon on my team? If you teach a pokemon something by feeding it small things it'll respond well. I think its something like that. This is a good question. I tried using google translate and it's about as good as it gets. I think its one of those things where you basically translate the whole thing and then see if it fits. Anyway, I'm going to try
to get this in a readable format for you and get back to you. Source: Here is the same thing in a little better translation and it makes more sense for my understanding of the game. Kadokura: This first half of the question is simple. The objective of the game is to become an amazing Elden lord and defeat the Grandma King (Grandma King: Does
this mean the Grandmother?) of the Lands Between. If you are wondering about the Grandma King, in this game the history of the Elden Ring is told. Elden Ring: This is a term used for a group of people gathered together and bff6bb2d33
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> Can I be the god of this fantasy world? > Will I be able to conquer all the lands? > Will I be able to shine in the Elden world? > Will I be able to reach the peak of the world? The Elden Ring game is a fast-paced action RPG game set in the Lands Between, the realm where light and darkness mix together. The lands are ruled by the Elden Ring of
the realm of Braggart, and the world where three races cross is in a state of chaos. > Become the God of the Fantasy World For the first time, the fantasy world is open to players on mobile phones. With a smooth interface and a variety of over a thousand unique items, the fantasy world comes alive in the palm of your hands. > From Tarnished to
Being Graced So as not to be tarnished by the sins of men, the player is given a grace, and the skills and powers of an Elden Lord are at their disposal. Through the power of play, be a god to be reckoned with. Elden Ring has its own online system, which is set to be the next evolution of online games. Through your network, you will be able to
meet with friends of the same world who are not online, create a party, and even play cooperatively. > Features - Fantasy Action RPG - Real-Time World - Simple and Easy Interface - Over 1000 unique items to obtain - High Demand Action - New Online Play - Online Party Play > Map ● Study the map, and find out why the land is in this state. ●
Find out what has happened since the long time past. ● Find out the cause of the world's chaos. ● Find out what has become of the old story. - Lands Between The Elder Dragon, Zollana, has appeared in this world. He is not the God. The order has not been restored by the Elder God, Lord. The sins of men have not been corrected. A tragic world
where the Elden race, living in the Land of Light and the Land of Darkness, has come to an end. - Lands Between The story of Elden Ring is waiting for you. Please experience its superb gameplay for yourself. SEEK THE END OF THE WORLD! For purchase information and inquiries, please contact the following
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